Consistency checks for characterizing protein forms.
Proteomics enforces the reverse chronological order on the gene to protein dogma and imposes amino acid sequences as a starting point of an investigation relative to function. By this approach, proteomics data can confirm the presence of multiple forms of a protein. Notwithstanding variations attributed specific individual features of organisms and tissues, from two to over ten protein forms can be identified in a given sample. The present work describes some guidelines for tracking the origin of alternative protein forms and attempts to tag the details of sequence data in the literature. Working via these guidelines we have uncovered a third alternative form of the Pim subfamily of oncogenes. The term form is here combined with the qualification alternative to describe any product of a given gene including closely related paralogs. This paper also emphasizes the need for consistency checks in annotation processes, such as gene clustering, to avoid losing important details describing protein alternative forms. By identifying alternative protein forms, we illustrate the fact that rationalizing of protein function via the identification of protein-protein interactions should in reality be that of identifying (alternative) form-form interactions.